Shimeji Browser Extension

Privacy Policy
In this document you can read about how we at shimejis.xyz handle your personal data and how
we respect your privacy.

What data do we collect and why?
User Account
As user of the Shimeji Browser Extension you need to have user account at shimejis.xyz, which will
be created once you start using the browser extension and you are prompt to login with your
google account. We store basic information that Google provide us, such as your name, email, and
Google user id.
- The creation of an account is required so we can store your Shimeji conﬁguration.
- We store your Google user id to associate your shimejis.xyz and Google account.
- We store your name and email so we could contact you in the case of a problem.

Referral
If you are invited by a friend through an invite url, we store the referral user once you sign up. That
gives us the possibility to reward that person.

Analytics
We make use of Google Analytics in the browser extension and on the supporting website
(shimejis.xyz). It's only used to register the amount of active users. No browsing activity will be
registered. Furthermore it's anonymous, because a Session ID is generated randomly and doesn't
relate to user accounts.

Crash Reports
To improve stability we automatically detect errors and build crash reports. When an error occurs
you will be prompted whether or not you want to send a crash report to us. Such report contains
information about your software and hardware conﬁguration, and your user id and email address
so we could analyse the problem and contact you if needed.

Who receives the data?
-

Information about your account stored at shimejis.xyz is only accessible by shimejis.xyz.
The reports generated by Google Analytics are only visible to us (and Google).
We use sentry.io for handling crash reports, which are only visible to us (and Sentry).
All other data is stored locally on your computer within the browser extension's local storage.
We do not share any other information with third parties.

Security
Communication between the browser extension and the supporting website shimejis.xyz, will be
transported securely over HTTPS through my.shimejis.xyz when handling sensitive user
information. The same holds for sending analytic data and crash reports.
The extension is conﬁgured to prohibit connections to all other endpoints.

Permissions granted
In order to install the browser extension you have to give the extension the permission to:
1. Adjust the context menus:
• For the creation of user interface elements so you can interact with the shimejis.
2. Accessing your browser tabs and accessing data on the sites you visit:
• To let the shimejis interact with site elements on all web sites you visit.
3. Know your Google identity and email:
• It is needed to save your shimeji conﬁguration and associate it with your google account.
If you have any questions regarding the privacy, please contact us at info@shimejis.xyz
Kind Regards,
Jarno Le Conté
shimejis.xyz

